Analysis on Innovative Path for Social Governance at the Primary Level
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Abstract: Along with the continuous development for socialism, the main contradiction for China’s society is originated from demand and development of people for better life. Meanwhile, along with the sustainable transformation of society, various interest appealing has appeared gradually which will lead to the emergence of different kinds of conflicts. Generally, there is overlapping relationship for this part of contradiction and problems which have caused more severe situation faced by social governance at primary level. Therefore, it is necessary for us to analyze the existing problems in social governance at primary level and explore the modern feasible path for this issue so that effective development for social governance at primary level and economics on people’s livelihood can be realized.
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During the improvement and optimization process for governance capability, there are two key points including strengthening social governance and innovating governance’s contents. It can be saw from the report of 19th Session of National Congress that the society with co-construction, co-governance and sharing characteristics shall be established and this has shown the national emphasis to this working[1]. Since the innovation for social governance shall be treat the society construction as basis as well as bring sense of security and happiness to civilians, the innovation shall play promotion role to stable development of society so that social vitality can be stimulated effectively.

1. Problems for social governance at primary level

1.1 Increasing for safety pressure in rural area

Along with the economic development, there is a gradual increasing for urban immigrant workers from rural area and this has made huge numbers of children and elderly left-behind in villages. This has brought increased crime frequency for these two groups. In addition, since the children and elderly have relatively weak identification capability and less prevention awareness, some illegal persons will cheat them through these features. Furthermore, the heresy activities have appeared in part of rural areas which has resulted to more serious feudal superstition situation and good social security cannot be kept[2].

1.2 Less public service with backward style

During recent years, the living standard for people has been improved greatly and right safeguarding consciousness has been formed gradually. This has raised more requirements for more high-quality social service during governance at primary level as well as humanity and scientization shall be focused on during service development process.
But in practical implementation process, the services provided in some institutions at primary society level is not coincided with vital interests of civilians due to the influence of funds and working staff capabilities. The main problems include quantity dearth and backward service which shall be innovated and enriched effectively\(^3\).

1.3 Backward method for social governance

Since there are backward social governance situations in part of society at primary level, the service mechanism is not perfect enough which has led to unsmooth communication with civilians. If we have intervened them with rigid means, conflicts will not be medicated in society at primary level. Meanwhile, since there is service awareness deviation among some institutions, areas and sections in part of regions, we have less consideration for personal and departmental interests’ protection as well as not put the interests of civilians in first priority practically during the process for government regulation formulation. This has resulted that related regulation and measures have just been pasted in public place instead of putting them into practice in social governance at primary level for some areas\(^4\).

1.4 Non-forming for healthy social governance mechanism

In social governance at primary level for some regions, there are imperfect situations in regulation and governance mechanism which has resulted to unclear governance and related responsibilities. Since the vital interests of civilians have not been fully considered, the responsibility shirking cases will appear when problems have emerged so that many problems cannot be solved properly.

2. Significance for improving social governance at primary level

The main task for effective construction to overall well-off society is social development and making the masses share economic and social development outcome. Meanwhile, we shall treat the social development at primary level as key point and social governance level at primary level has decided living standard of people as well as related governance effect is crucial for whether the mass will recognize strategic achievements in well-off society construction effectively. The basic governance foundation can only be reinforced with improvement and innovation for social governance at primary level so that basic conflicts can be conciliated. This is also helpful to put social governance at primary level into practice, realize emotional harmony among civilians and reinforce the foundation for overall well-off society construction.

In the 18th Session of National Congress, the in-depth reformation target has been clarified to realize effective optimization for Chinese Socialism System as well as promote modernization for national governance capability and system. In our country, we have treated social governance at primary level as basis and modernized development for social governance at primary level can only be conducted through effective improvement and innovation in this area. From strategic aspect, social governance at primary level has possessed much significance in overall target of in-depth reformation.

3. Strengthening and innovating social governance path

3.1 Persisting innovative concept in social governance at primary level

We shall persist in the human oriented concept and take the mass as starting point of interest appealing in social governance at primary level. Meanwhile, we shall abandon the narrow concept to put personal interest in priority and turn the tendency of management personnel so that the governance concept as treating civilian interests as primary governance purpose can be put into practice. In addition, the concept upgrading for governance system shall be conducted including making government play leading role in social governance at primary level, realizing community autonomy with system, stimulating autonomous capabilities of residents comprehensively and avoiding dependence operations so that marginal crisis in administrative affairs can be evaded and active mobilization for various social factors can be realized. Meanwhile, these measures will bring active atmosphere for social governance at primary level.
and bring about overall innovation in this field.

3.2 Constructing social governance pattern at primary level

In the reports of 19th Session of National Congress, construction for social governance pattern at primary level with co-construction and sharing characteristics shall be realized. Therefore, cooperation among governance authorities at primary level is the key point for in-depth reformation of social structure. During this process, we shall utilize main forces and treat the government as leading party to realize effective construction for related pattern. In social governance at primary level, government authorities can play the leading role fully and under active leading by government authorities, social validity can be activated efficiently. Meanwhile, the government can formulate governance policies and conduct expectation guidance for social governance at primary level in order to regulation and guidance for social order can be achieved as traditional society control can be transferred to active social service. In addition, the Party organizations at primary level shall be reinforced in order to publicize policies and routes of Party to the mass. We shall persist to implement decisions of the Party and mobilize civilians at primary level actively to promote rapid development in economic and social aspects. Furthermore, professional social organizations shall be cultivated so that it can play important role in social governance at primary level.

3.3 Precise social governance service at primary level

For effective improvement for management functions at community and town level, the government shall undertake social management tasks according to law and allocate public service functions down to community and village level. In primary social level, service management resources have been provided as well as more effective and precise social service can be offered to the mass to ensure sufficient material basis. Meanwhile, working process and institution shall be optimized sustainably through setting service institutions in community and town level, improving related staffing. On this basis, working process can be optimized and simplified and rights and duties can be balanced with each other so that operational management mechanism can become smoother and management service at primary level can be improved practically. In addition, overall construction for service government at town level shall be achieved and active transferring for government functions shall be conducted by it. We shall pay more attention to social governance problems at primary level and provide more comprehensive social service to the public mass.
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